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Abstract—An unsupervised competitive learning algorithm based on the classical \( k \)-means clustering algorithm is proposed. The proposed learning algorithm called the centroid neural network (CNN) estimates centroids of the related cluster groups in training date. This paper also explains algorithmic relationships among the CNN and some of the conventional unsupervised competitive learning algorithms including Kohonen’s self-organizing map (SOM) and Kosko’s differential competitive learning (DCL) algorithm. The CNN algorithm requires neither a predetermined schedule for learning coefficient nor a total number of iterations for clustering. The simulation results on clustering problems and image compression problems show that CNN converges much faster than conventional algorithms with compatible clustering quality while other algorithms may give unstable results depending on the initial values of the learning coefficient and the total number of iterations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

C

ONVENTIONAL competitive learning algorithms for unsupervised learning in artificial neural networks have been widely used for processing the input data of complicated classification tasks. One of the most widely used competitive learning algorithms is the \( k \)-means clustering algorithm [1]. Since the \( k \)-means clustering algorithm that minimizes the energy function defined by mean squared error is simple and fast enough to be performed in real time, it is frequently used for many applications even though it has some inevitable problems [2]. The most serious problem with the \( k \)-means clustering algorithm is that the algorithm may not converge to an optimal solution for \( k > 1 \).

The self-organizing map (SOM) by Kohonen does have a strong connection with the \( k \)-means algorithm [3]. Lloyd’s batch \( k \)-means algorithm [5] and MacQueen’s adaptive \( k \)-means algorithm [6] are considered as the basis for the SOM [2]. Basically, SOM finds a winner neuron which is the closest to a given input datum and updates the synaptic weights of the winner and its neighbors. In order to obtain the best results from SOM, the initial learning coefficient and the total number of iteration for a given set of data should be chosen carefully. Generally, the larger the predetermined total number of iterations is and the smaller the initial learning coefficient is, the better the results that can be expected. However, it is not possible to determine \textit{a priori} the best total number of iterations for a given set of data.

The differential competitive learning (DCL) algorithm introduces concepts of reward and punishment to the competitive learning algorithm [7]. The DCL algorithm rewards the winner by adapting the synaptic vectors with a positive learning coefficient like SOM does, but it can punish the loser by adapting the synaptic vector with a negative learning coefficient. This concept of punishment has not been used in conventional competitive learning algorithms including SOM. Even though Kohonen uses this concept for the learning vector quantization (LVQ) system, the LVQ is a supervised learning algorithm [3]. The DCL can be thought of as a local unsupervised approximation of Kohonen’s supervised LVQ algorithm. However, choosing a schedule for optimal learning coefficients still remains unsolved in DCL.

The proposed learning algorithm, called centroid neural network (CNN), is based on the observation that synaptic vectors converge to the centroids of clusters as learning proceeds in conventional unsupervised competitive learning algorithms such as SOM or DCL. The centroid, or conditional expectation, can minimize the mean-squared error of the vector quantization. As is the case with SOM or DCL, the synaptic vectors converge to the centroids of clusters as learning proceeds in CNN. However, the CNN finds locally optimal synaptic vectors for each datum presented and consequently converges to the centroids of clusters much faster than conventional algorithms. One of the very advantageous features in the CNN algorithm is that the CNN does not require a schedule for learning coefficients. The CNN rather finds its optimal learning coefficient in each representation of data vectors. The CNN can also reward and punish by learning coefficients for winners and losers, respectively. Unlike SOM or DCL, the CNN also does not require the total number of iteration in advance.

II. DEFINITION OF PROBLEM

Assume that \( N \) data vectors, \( \mathbf{x}(i), i = 1, \ldots, N \), and number of clusters, \( M \), are given. Each of the datum is grouped as a member of one of the \( M \) clusters. When the cluster \( i \) has \( N_i \) members and \( \mathbf{x}(j) \) denotes the data \( j \) in the cluster \( i \) for one instance, the problem and the energy function (or cost function), \( E \), in \( L_2 \) norm are defined as follows:

\[
\text{Find } \{ \mathbf{w}_i, 1 \leq i \leq M \} \\
\text{such that minimize } E = \sum_{i=1}^{M} E_i = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N_i} |\mathbf{x}(j) - \mathbf{w}_i|^2 \\
\text{with } N = \sum_{i=1}^{M} N_i
\]
where \( \mathbf{w} \) denotes a weight vector that has the same dimension as \( \mathbf{x} \).

III. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS IN UNSUPERVISED LEARNING ALGORITHM

In order to achieve the minimum-energy clustering, the following conditions are considered [9].

1) Nearest Neighbor Selection Condition: The “winner” neuron \( i \) for a given input \( \mathbf{x} \) is defined as

\[
\mathbf{w}_i = \min_j \| \mathbf{x} - \mathbf{w}_j \|^2, \quad 1 \leq j \leq M.
\]

2) Minimum Energy Condition: The weights for a given output neuron, should be chosen in a way to minimize the total distance in \( L_2 \) norm from the vectors in its cluster such as

\[
\mathbf{w}_i = \min_j \sum_{j=1}^{N_i} \| \mathbf{x}_i(j) - \mathbf{w}_i \|^2 = \frac{1}{N_i} \sum_{j=1}^{N_i} \mathbf{x}_i(j)
\]

by the following Theorem 1.

**Theorem 1**: The centroid of data in a cluster is the solution which gives the minimum energy in \( L_2 \) norm.

IV. SOME ALGORITHMS ON UNSUPERVISED COMPETITIVE LEARNING

In order to attain insight into learning gain scheduling in different unsupervised competitive learning algorithms, some conventional algorithms are summarized in this section.

A. Deterministic Competitive Learning

One of the simplest forms of the deterministic competitive learning algorithm is the following the linear competitive learning algorithm [8]:

\[
\mathbf{w}_j[n+1] = \mathbf{w}_j[n] + S_j(y_j)(\mathbf{x} - \mathbf{w}_j[n])
\]

where

\[
S_j(y_j) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if neuron } j \text{ is winner} \\
0, & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

This learning algorithm states that only the weights of the winner neuron have a chance to adapt. The learning rate in this algorithm is constant through the learning stage and is desirable when the environment is nonstationary [2].

B. Self Learning Algorithm

A similar learning algorithm to the deterministic competitive learning algorithm is the following self learning algorithm [9]:

\[
\mathbf{w}_j[n+1] = \mathbf{w}_j[n] + \frac{1}{N_j[n]}(\mathbf{x} - \mathbf{w}_j[n])
\]

where \( N_j[n] \) is the number of training data which output neuron \( j \) won at iteration \( n \).

This update rule is rather closely related with the MacQueen’s \( k \)-means algorithm [6] and guarantees that the cluster centers are the means of all input patterns which have been assigned to them. Unfortunately, this algorithm does not guarantee the quality of the solution or the rate of convergence especially for \( k > 1 \) where \( k \) represents the number of clusters [2].

C. Self-Organizing Map

Kohonen’s self-organizing map (SOM) as an unsupervised learning algorithm is one of the most popular neural-network algorithms and produces several variations for improving the performance of SOM. The SOM can be summarized as

\[
\mathbf{w}_j[n+1] = \mathbf{w}_j[n] + \alpha[n](\mathbf{x} - \mathbf{w}_j[n])
\]

where output neuron \( j \) is the winner neuron and neighbor neurons to the winner \( j \) at the iteration \( n \) and the learning coefficient \( \alpha[n] \) at iteration \( n \) defines a decaying constant with an iteration such as

\[
\alpha[n] = \alpha(0)\left(1 - \frac{n}{N}\right)
\]

with predetermined constant \( \alpha(0) \) and total number of iterations \( N \) [3], [4].

The SOM holds the very advantageous topology preserving property that can capture the probability distribution density of the input data without help of external supervision [11], [12]. As mentioned in literature including [13], however, the required parameter selection prior to learning is very important in achieving useful results. Although a recent report on the optimal scheduling of learning gain using the Kalman filter estimation technique is a very useful tool for running SOM [13], the selection of proper \( N \) and the width of the neighborhood function is left in the state of art until now.

D. Differential Competitive Learning

The differential competitive learning (DCL) proposed by Kong and Kosko [7], [10] combines two classical learning algorithms: competitive learning and differential Hebbian learning. The basic idea of DCL is that the winner neuron learns only if the status of the output neuron has been changed compared to the previous iteration. DCL updates weights by the following procedure:

\[
\mathbf{w}_j[n+1] = \begin{cases} 
\mathbf{w}_j[n] + \alpha[n](\mathbf{x} - \mathbf{w}_j[n]), & \text{if neuron } j \text{ is winner} \\
\mathbf{w}_j[n], & \text{if neuron } j \text{ is loser}
\end{cases}
\]

where

\[
\alpha = \begin{cases} 
+1, & Y_j \text{ gets stronger} \\
-1, & Y_j \text{ gets weaker} \\
0, & Y_j \text{ remains the same}
\end{cases}
\]

and \( \alpha[n] \) is a slowly decreasing sequence of small learning coefficients \( \alpha[0] < 1 \) while \( Y_j \) denotes the neuron \( j \)’s competition signal in the competition layer.

The significance of DCL is that DCL allows punishment or forgetting by using negative learning gain in unsupervised learning. Kohonen employs this idea of punishment only in supervised learning [3].
TABLE I
THE CENTROID NEURAL-NETWORK ALGORITHM

Algorithm CNN(M,N) [ M: number of clusters, N: number of data vectors ]
[Initialize weights $w_1$ and $w_2$]
Find the centroid, $c$, of all data vector
Initialize $w_1$ and $w_2$ around $c$ with small $\varepsilon$:

\[
\begin{align*}
    w_1 &:= c + \varepsilon, \quad w_2 := c - \varepsilon \\
    N_1 &:= 0, \quad N_2 := 0 \\
    k &:= 2, \quad \text{epoch} := 0
\end{align*}
\]

for ($k \leq M$)
    do
        \[
        \text{loser} := 0
        \]
        for ($n \leq N$)
            Apply a data vector $x(n)$ to the network
            Find the winner neuron, $j$, in this epoch for $1 \leq j \leq k$
            if (epoch $\neq 0$), then Set $i$ is winner neuron, $i$, for $x(n)$ in previous epoch.
            if $i \neq j$, then neuron, $i$, is loser neuron.
            if (epoch $\neq 0$ or $i \neq j$)
                Run UpdateCNNWeight($x(n), w_i, w_j, \text{epoch}$)
                \[
                \text{loser} := \text{loser} + 1
                \]
        endfor
        \[
        n := n + 1
        \]
    endfor
    \[
    \text{epoch} := \text{epoch} + 1
    \]
whileloser $\neq 0$
    if $k \neq M$
        Split group with the most error, $j$, by adding small vector, $\varepsilon$, nearby group $j$:
        \[
        \begin{align*}
            w_j &= \min_i E_i = \min_i \sum_{k=1}^{N_j} \|x_i(k) - w_i\|^2, \quad 1 \leq i \leq M \\
            w_{j+1} &:= w_j + \varepsilon
        \end{align*}
        \]
    endif
    \[
    k := k + 1, \quad N_k := 0
    \]
endfor
end

Procedure UpdateCNNWeight($x, w_i, w_j, \text{epoch}$)

Update winner neuron:

\[
\begin{align*}
    w_j(n+1) &= \frac{1}{N_j+1} \left[ N_j w_j(n) + x(n) \right] \\
    &= w_j(n) + \frac{1}{N_j+1} [x(n) - w_j(n)]
\end{align*}
\]

if (epoch $\neq 0$) [ loser neuron occurred only when epoch $\neq 0$ ]
    Update loser neuron:
    \[
    w_i(n+1) = w_i(n) - \frac{1}{N_i-1} [x(n) - w_i(n)]
    \]
endif
end

V. THE CNN ALGORITHM

The CNN algorithm is based on the conventional $k$-means algorithm and finds the centroid of data in corresponding clusters at each presentation of data vectors. Instead of calculating the centroids of the clustered data for every presentation of data, the CNN algorithm updates their weights only when the status of the output neuron for presenting data has changed: that is, the weights of a winner neuron in the current epoch for the data change only when the winner neuron did not win the data in the previous presentation and the weights of the winner neuron in the previous epoch for the data change only when the neuron does not win the data in the current epoch. We call the former one “winner neuron” and the latter one “loser neuron.”

Note that “epoch” as used in this paper is defined as “one presentation of whole data vectors in the data set,” while “iteration” is defined as “one presentation of any data vector.” For example, if we have $N$ data vectors and $P$ epochs of training have been performed, then there were $PN$ iterations of training have been performed.

When a data vector $x$ is applied to the network at time $n$, the adaptive equations for winner neuron $i$ and loser neuron $j$ in CNN can be written as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    w_j(n+1) &= \frac{1}{N_j+1} \left[ N_j w_j(n) + x(n) \right] \\
    &= w_j(n) + \frac{1}{N_j+1} [x(n) - w_j(n)] \quad (1)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
    w_i(n+1) &= \frac{1}{N_i-1} \left[ N_i w_i(n) - x(n) \right] \\
    &= w_i(n) - \frac{1}{N_i-1} [x(n) - w_i(n)] \quad (2)
\end{align*}
\]
where \( \mathbf{w}_j(n) \) and \( \mathbf{w}(j) \) represent the weight vectors of the winner neuron and the loser neuron, respectively.

In order to avoid the algorithm from getting stuck at an undesirable local minimum solution, CNN starts with setting the number of groups to two and increases the number of groups one by one until it reaches the predetermined number of groups, \( M \). Table I shows a pseudocode of the CNN algorithm.

The CNN algorithm does not provide any guarantee of convergence to the global minimum solution like other unsupervised algorithms such as SLA, DCL, and SOM, but does provide a guarantee of convergence to a local minimum. The convergence of the CNN algorithm can be easily proven by considering the energy change in each iteration of the training procedure.

VI. RELATIONSHIP OF CNN WITH SOME UNSUPERVISED COMPETITIVE LEARNING ALGORITHMS

From (1) and (2), the adaptation rules of the CNN can be combined such that

\[
\mathbf{w}_j(n + 1) = \mathbf{w}_j(n) + c(n)[\mathbf{x}(n) - \mathbf{w}_j(n)]
\]

(3)

where

\[
c(n) = \begin{cases} 
  \frac{1}{N_j + 1}, & \text{if } j \text{ is a winner} \\
  \frac{1}{N_j - 1}, & \text{if } j \text{ is a loser and previous winner for } \mathbf{x}(n) \\
  0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Some of the conventional unsupervised learning algorithms to be compared with CNN include SLA, DCL, and SOM. The learning coefficient schedules for these algorithms are summarized in Table II. Note that SOM does not adapt only the weights of the winner neuron \( j \) but also adapts the weights of the neighbor neurons to the winner neuron \( j \). One of the most widely used neighborhoods is a sphere that covers a fairly large region initially and shrinks its diameter with time [4], [12], [13].

When CNN is compared with SLA, SOM, and DCL, CNN and DCL allow a forgetting factor among some of the output neurons by using negative learning gain while SLA and SOM do not. In most cases, the forgetting factor is very natural and effective in unsupervised learning [10]. The magnitude of the learning coefficient in the DCL, however, follows the idea of SLA and SOM whose learning rates are linearly decreasing with each iteration without considering the property of data and learning conditions. A simple linearly decreasing learning coefficient, of course, does not satisfy the optimality conditions given in Section III. The CNN, however, adapts its weights according to the optimality conditions. Of course, this does not mean any convergence of CNN to the global minimum. This simply shows some relationships of CNN to other algorithms.

By employing the strategy of starting the group numbers at two and increasing it until it reaches to the prespecified number of groups, the CNN can improve its convergence and quality of...
solution greatly. Table III summarizes the schedules of learning gains and forgetting properties among different algorithms.

VII. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Example Problems

The CNN algorithm is first compared with the SOM and the DCL algorithms for example problems shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 1(a) shows the data set #1 that consists of 2000 data vectors with four centers at the four corners of $-2$ and $+2$ of the $X$–$Y$ axis. For data set #1, the algorithms are to group the data into four clusters. Fig. 1(b) shows the data set #2 that has 500 data points with an S-curve shape in two-dimensional (2-D) space. The data set #2 is used to compare the three algorithms when the data do not show any obvious clustering. Note that the following neighborhood function, $H(n)$, for SOM is used throughout the experiments in this section

$$H(n) = \exp\left(\frac{-r}{\sigma(n)}\right)$$

where $r$ is the radius from the winner neuron to the neighborhood neurons and the $\sigma(n)$, the width of the neighborhood, is chosen to cover 25% of the whole neuron initially and to decay slowly with $n$.

The clustering results are given in terms of the energy defined in Section II. In order to investigate the effects of the total number ($N$) of epochs and initial learning gain, $\epsilon(0)$, the experiments for SOM and DCL are performed with five different $N$'s (10, 50, 100, 150, 200) and five different $\epsilon(0)$'s (0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9). Of course, CNN is performed only once for each data set since CNN requires neither $N$ nor $\epsilon(0)$. The same initial
weights around the middle of the data plane are set for the three algorithms. For both data sets, all the algorithms successfully converge to the centroids of possible groups of data. The differences among the algorithms are the speed of convergence and final energy levels. Fig. 2 shows the convergence of the CNN algorithm when applying the datasets #1 and #2 with the number of clusters 4 and 16, respectively.

The results shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b) and display the final energy level when SOM and DCL are applied to the data set #1, respectively. As we can see from Fig. 3, generally, the larger $N$ is and the smaller $c(0)$ is, the better the results that can be expected for SOM and DCL. The best result for SOM is obtained ($E = 618$) with $N = 200$ and $c(0) = 0.3$ while the best result for DCL is $E = 617$ with $N = 200$ and $c(0) = 0.5$ among different combinations of $N$ and $c(0)$. Both SOM and DCL show fairly good results when $N$ is over 150, while CNN gives a comparable result ($E = 623$) after eight epochs of training. Note that the actual CPU times for one epoch in SOM and DCL algorithms used are almost the same with marginal differences. However, since the CNN has two output neurons initially and $M$ output neurons in the final stage of training process, the CNN requires approximately half of the CPU time required for one epoch in SOM or DCL in the average sense.

The results in Fig. 4 show the final energy levels for SOM and DCL with data set #2. Since the number of data for this case is relatively small, the final energy is not very distinguishable for different cases.

The next example problem investigated with the proposed CNN algorithm is the uniform data in the 2-D plane. The 10 000 data points are uniformly distributed over the region enclosed by the boxed area and the task is to group the data into 25 clusters. The SOM and the proposed CNN are compared on this task. The $c(0)$ and $N$ for SOM are given by 0.2 and 100, respectively. Of course, CNN requires no initial parameters to be set. Initial weights are clustered around the center of the plot. At each epoch of the training stage, the presentation order of the input data was randomized for both algorithms in order to generalize the results. With both algorithms, weights gradually
spread out until the weight distribution approximates the uniform distribution. Fig. 5 shows the final location of weights for SOM and CNN. The results shown in Fig. 5 are quite similar with minor differences in final energy levels.

An interactive CNN simulator with several problems is available at the following web site: http://icrl.myongji.ac.kr/NNsimulator/CNN.

**B. Image Compression Problem**

In order to investigate the applicability of the CNN algorithm to real-world problems, the CNN is applied to image compression problems [14], [15]. When the block size is $3 \times 3$, the original image data, LENA (255 $\times$ 255) as shown in Fig. 6(a), consists of 7225 blocks of data. The problem requires that the 7255 blocks of data be coded with 128 blocks of coded data. Fig. 7 shows the results of image compression by the CNN. The CNN training for codebook design takes 1873 s of CPU time in SUN SPARC-20. The CNN is compared with SOM in terms of peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) for the image compression problem in Table IV. Note that SOM with a different combination of parameters, $c(0)$ and $N$, shows different results while CNN gives acceptable results without problems in parameter selection for running the algorithm.

Another experiment on image compression is performed by using CNN, SOM, and DCL. In this experiment, 512, 1024, and 2048 codebook size cases with $4 \times 4$ block size are considered.
For SOM and DCL, $c(0) = 0.2$ and $N = 1000$ epoch are used since it gives the best results in the previous problem. The PEPPERS image shown in Fig. 6(b) is used for training neural networks and resulting weights are tested with the LENA image. Table V shows the resulting PSNR comparison among the algorithms. The CPU times required for CNN, SOM, DCL for this task are given in Table VI. As can be seen from the CPU time table, CNN requires much less CPU time than what SOM and
DCL use. As can be seen from Tables V and VI, CNN gives very comparable results with much less computational effort.

VIII. Conclusion

The CNN algorithm based on the k-means clustering algorithm is proposed. The proposed CNN algorithm has a strong connection with some of the conventional unsupervised learning algorithms. In order to obtain lower energy, the CNN dynamically allocates the synaptic weights to the clusters with high energy. Even though the CNN algorithm is not new when we consider the k-means algorithm, the CNN provides us with a new interpretation of the k-means algorithm and the relationships with some of the conventional algorithms. While applying the CNN algorithm to several problems, the CNN successfully converges to suboptimal solutions. Any undesirable local minimum problem was not observed in our CNN experiments performed with many different data sets. The CNN algorithm is applied to several problems such as simple 2-D data problems and image compression problems. When compared with conventional clustering algorithms such as Kohonen’s self-organizing map and Kosko’s differential competitive learning on these problems, the proposed CNN algorithm produces comparable results with less computational effort and is free of the optimum parameter selection problem.
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